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Abstract
We present an implementation of node culling multi-hit BVH traversal in Embree. Whereas previous work was limited by API restrictions, as of version 2.10.0, Embree respects ray state modifications from within its intersection callbacks (ICBs). This behavior permits an ICB-based implementation of the node-culling algorithm, but requires a trick to induce culling once the necessary conditions are met: candidate intersections are accepted with a (possibly) modified $t_{\text{far}}$ value, so that ray traversal continues with an updated ray interval. We highlight a scalar implementation of the Embree ICB and report results for a vector implementation in OSPRay that improves performance by as much as $2\times$ relative to naive multi-hit when users request fewer-than-all hits.

1. Introduction
Multi-hit ray traversal is a class of ray-traversal algorithms that finds one or more, and possibly all, primitives intersected by a ray ordered by point of intersection [Gribble et al. 2014]. Amstutz et al. [2015] show that intersection callbacks (ICBs) in Embree [Wald et al. 2014] and OptiX [Parker et al. 2010] enable correct implementation of naive multi-hit traversal in a BVH while leveraging these engines’ existing BVH construction and traversal routines.

To avoid the cost of naive multi-hit in a BVH, Gribble [2016] introduces the node culling multi-hit BVH traversal algorithm, which keeps a running tally of the $N$ closest intersections and, after $N \geq N_{\text{query}}$ intersections have been found, uses the distance to the farthest intersection among the first $N_{\text{query}}$ to cull nodes during traversal. This approach offers potentially significant improvement in multi-hit performance for cases in which users request fewer-than-all hits, but requires modifications either to internal traversal routines—making any such implementation incompatible with mainstream Embree developments—or to ray state from within the node-culling ICB, which was not permitted by the Embree API at the time.
However, as of version 2.10.0, Embree permits updates to $t_{far}$ from within its ICBs, or intersection filters, which in turn allows correct implementation of node culling multi-hit BVH traversal: after identifying $N_{\text{query}}$ intersections, we set $t_{far}$ to be the farthest of these and begin accepting candidate intersections, so that subsequent traversal operations cull nodes beyond the closest $N_{\text{query}}$ intersections. In this way, we implement the node-culling algorithm without engine-level code specific to multi-hit traversal, resulting in potentially better performance while maintaining the benefits of an ICB-based approach.

We highlight a scalar implementation of the corresponding Embree intersection filter and report results for vector implementations of both naive and node culling multi-hit algorithms in OSPRay, a high-fidelity rendering framework based on Embree [Wald et al. 2016]. We also provide source code for both algorithms implemented as modules for OSPRay in the supplemental materials (http://jcgt.org/published/0005/04/01/code.zip) that accompany this work.

2. Implementation

At the time Gribble [2016] introduced the node-culling algorithm, Embree intersection filters could only accept or reject candidate intersections but could not modify hit data or otherwise influence subsequent traversal operations. As of version 2.10.0, however, Embree permits updates to $t_{far}$ from within its intersection filters, behavior which permits correct implementation of node culling multi-hit BVH traversal.

In particular, once culling conditions are met, we accept candidate intersections with a $t_{far}$ value possibly other than the incoming value—that is, we deliberately cause Embree to store hit data that does not (necessarily) correspond to the surface intersection for which the filter is actually invoked. In this case, traversal continues with the updated ray interval and thus culls nodes beyond the closest $N_{\text{query}}$ intersections.

The scalar (single-ray) node-culling intersection filter is shown in Listing 1. Intersection data is collected in a preallocated per-ray buffer with exactly $N_{\text{query}} + 1$ entries. This approach allows us to always write (even potentially ignored) intersection data at index $\text{idx}$ following the insertion-sort loop, which we empirically determine to be faster than conditional branching to handle hits beyond range. Additionally, each entry’s $t_{val}$ member is initialized to some value beyond the range of valid intersections (e.g., FLT_MAX) to facilitate the insertion sort.

For each candidate intersection, the filter determines the index at which to store the corresponding data, actually stores that data, and updates the number of intersections collected so far. When this value is less than $N_{\text{query}}$, the candidate intersection is rejected, which causes Embree to continue traversal with the incoming ray interval, $[\epsilon, t_{max}]$, as in previous work [Amstutz et al. 2015].
static void collectIntersectionsFilter(void* /* unused */,
RTCRay& _ray)
{
    mhRay& ray = reinterpret_cast<mhRay&>(_ray);
    HitData* hits = ray.hits;

    // Find index at which to store candidate intersection
    uint idx = Nquery;
    while (idx > 0 && ray.tfar < hits[idx-1].tval)
    {
        hits[idx] = hits[idx-1];
        --idx;
    }

    // Store intersection, possibly beyond index of the
    // $N \leq N_{query}$ closest intersections (i.e., at
    // idx = Nquery)
    HitData& hit = hits[idx];
    hit.geomID = ray.geomID;
    hit.primID = ray.primID;
    hit.tval = ray.tfar;
    hit.Ng = ray.Ng;

    // Update number of intersections identified so far
    ray.nhits += (ray.nhits < Nquery ? 1 : 0);

    if (ray.nhits < Nquery)
    {
        // Reject intersection to continue traversal with
        // incoming ray interval, as in previous work
        ray.geomID = RTC_INVALID_GEOMETRY_ID;
        return;
    }

    // Induce node culling
    // **Trick:** set ray.tfar to farthest value among the
    // $N = N_{query}$ intersections identified so far
    // and (implicitly) accept intersection with
    // modified ray interval
    ray.tfar = hits[Nquery-1].tval;
}

Listing 1. Node culling multi-hit intersection filter. Once culling conditions are met, candidate intersections are accepted with a $t_{far}$ value possibly other than the incoming value so that Embree’s ray traversal operations continue with the updated interval and thus cull nodes that the ray encounters beyond the farthest valid hit point.
However, once the number of intersections reaches $N_{\text{query}}$, the filter assigns the value of the farthest valid intersection point along the ray, or $\text{hits}[N_{\text{query}}-1]$, to the incoming ray’s $t_{\text{far}}$ member. Importantly, this value might be (and often is) different from the incoming $t_{\text{far}}$ value. This trick is valid, as it meets the criteria for updating hit data from within an intersection filter in Embree version 2.10.0:

The filter function is not allowed to modify the ray input data . . . but can modify the hit data of the ray. . . . Updating the $t_{\text{far}}$ distance to a smaller value is possible without limitation.\(^1\)

The filter then (implicitly) accepts the intersection, so that the ray state (including $t_{\text{far}}$) is updated to values set in the filter rather than restored to its pre-filter values (as in the reject-intersection case), before Embree’s traversal operations continue.

Using \texttt{ispc} [Pharr and Mark 2012], a vector implementation is nearly identical to the scalar implementation in Listing 1, with only minor modifications to accommodate the single program, multiple data programming model. The source code for both naive and node culling multi-hit BVH traversal algorithms, implemented as modules for OSPRay using \texttt{ispc}, is provided in the supplemental materials that accompany this work. Performance results for these modules are reported in the next section.

3. Results

We implement both naive and node-culling multi-hit BVH traversal algorithms as modules for OSPRay using \texttt{ispc}. We report performance for these vectorized modules using eight scenes of varying geometric and depth complexity rendered from the viewpoints depicted in Figure 1.

In particular, we measure multi-hit performance using the values of $N_{\text{query}}$ considered by Gribble [2016]. For each test, we render a series of 10 warm-up frames followed by 100 benchmark frames at $1024 \times 768$ pixel resolution using visibility rays from a pinhole camera and a single sample per pixel. In these tests, the naive multi-hit implementation uses coherent post-traversal hit point sorting [Amstutz et al. 2015], which provides the best performance on our test platform. Results are obtained using two Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 processors (20 cores, 40 hardware threads) averaged over the 100 benchmark frames.

For brevity, the graph in Figure 2 depicts results for only the \textit{truck} scene; however, the supplemental data accompanying this paper includes multi-hit performance for all of our test scenes. Generally speaking, we observe trends present in results for the \textit{truck} scene in results for the other scenes as well.

As in previous work [Gribble 2016], the impact of node culling varies directly with the number of requested intersections. In particular, when averaged across all
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\(^1\)Embree Documentation, \textit{Embree API > Filter Functions > Normal Mode}, \url{http://embree.github.io/api.html}. 
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Figure 1. Scenes used for performance evaluation. Eight scenes of varying geometric and depth complexity are used to evaluate the performance of node culling multi-hit BVH traversal in Embree. First-hit visible surfaces hide significant internal complexity in many of these scenes, making them particularly useful in tests of multi-hit traversal performance.

Figure 2. Performance of 8-wide vector implementations of the multi-hit variants in the truck scene. Here, the graph compares performance in millions of hits per second (Mhps) between naive and node culling multi-hit BVH traversal for various values of $N_{\text{query}}$.

of the test scenes, the impact of node culling on performance improvement relative to naive multi-hit decreases from a factor of 2 when $N_{\text{query}} = 1$ to effectively zero (or worse) when $N_{\text{query}} = \infty$. In fact, as $N_{\text{query}} \to 70\%$, naive multi-hit begins to outperform the node-culling approach, a result of the progressive insertion sorting operations invoked for each candidate intersection during node-culling traversal (and in contrast to the single coherent post-traversal selection sort employed by naive multi-hit traversal). Nevertheless, our node-culling intersection-filter implementation provides better performance for cases in which $N_{\text{query}}$ is less than 70% of maximum.
4. Conclusions

We explore an implementation of ICB-based node culling multi-hit BVH traversal in Embree. As of version 2.10.0, Embree respects ray-state modifications from within its intersection-filter functions, which permits a correct implementation of the node-culling algorithm. We highlight an implementation trick to induce node culling from within the filter: once appropriate, candidate intersections are accepted with a \(t_{\text{far}}\) value possibly other than the incoming value, so that ray traversal continues with an updated ray interval. This approach implements node culling multi-hit BVH traversal without engine-level code and enables potentially better performance while maintaining the benefits of an ICB-based approach. Results obtained using eight scenes of varying depth complexity show that a vector implementation of node culling multi-hit BVH traversal in OSPRay improves performance by as much as \(2\times\) relative to vectorized naive multi-hit when \(N_{\text{query}}\) is less than 70% of the maximum number of valid ray/primitive intersections.
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We provide multi-hit performance data for all eight test scenes and highlight the key elements of the source distribution of our OSPRay multi-hit modules in http://jcgt.org/published/0005/04/01/supplemental.pdf.
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